This paper addresses the problem of spatial spectrum estimation in dynamic environments with a maneuverable sensor array. Estimation of the time-varying acoustic field directionality is of fundamental importance in passive sonar. In this paper, mobility of the array is treated as a feature allowing for left-right disambiguation as well as improved resolution towards endfire. Two new narrowband methods for on-line spatial spectrum estimation are presented: 1) recursive maximum likelihood estimation using the EM algorithm, and 2) time-varying spatial spectrum estimation via derivative-based updating. A multi-source simulation is used to compare the proposed algorithms in terms of their ability to suppress ambiguous towed-array backlobes. A broadband method is presented utilizing knowledge of the source temporal spectrum. Detection performance of weak high-bearing rate sources in interference-dominated environments is evaluated for a flat spectrum.
INTRODUCTION
This paper introduces a new spatial spectrum estimation technique for time-varying environments and mobile arrays. Spatial spectrum estimation is often a precursor in passive sonar analysis as inputs for target tracking or classification. The estimator can be interpreted as a map of power as a function of angle, also known as a field directionality map. When the field is dynamic across time, a common representation of the estimate is a BTR (bearing-timerecord). Tracking algorithms use BTRs and motion models in order to estimate and track target motion, but this paper only considers field dynamics a general case [1] . The use of long, towed arrays is well developed but suffers from leftright ambiguities due to linear geometry of towed arrays. Adaptive beamforming during tow ship maneuvers reduces ambiguities using estimated element locations [2] . However, large towed arrays are expensive and require powerful vehicles to tow the arrays. Smaller arrays on maneuverable UUVs have been shown to obtain comparable performance to larger non-maneuverable arrays, but shorter apertures suffer from poor angular resolution and use linear geometries [3] .
Smaller vehicles sacrifice array gain for additional flexibility. Mobile arrays can be re-positioned to reduce transmission losses or guided towards highly cluttered regions for target disambiguation. Vehicle drag requirements limit non-linear geometries. Linear arrays provide maximum broadside angular resolution but result in left-right ambiguities. Through movement, a vehicle can reduce both left-right ambiguities and create nearly uniform angular resolution. Additionally, several vehicles in a network can position as a group to provide maximum coverage of an area.
In previous work, methods combine multiple linear array orientations but sources are constrained to stationary positions during all observations [4] [5] . Recently, a method for time-varying fields has been developed for arbitrary array shapes but assumes the field is pseudo-stationary [6] . The time-varying method has also been extended to an online approach for single snapshot updates [7] . These timevarying approaches model the field as approximately constant between observations and do not model changes over time. Previous work in radar model changes in beamformer weights as a function of time [8] , which motivates the use of basis functions to model a time-varying sonar environment. This paper introduces an explicit time-varying model of the spatial spectrum through deterministic basis functions dependent on time. A linear basis function is used to simultaneously estimate the current value and derivative, providing a dynamic model of the field. Simulated BTRs are used to compare methods with high bearing-rate targets in the presence of high SNR interferers. Then a broadband approach is considered when sources have a flat frequency spectrum, and the optimum maximum likelihood estimator is discussed. This approach is compared with the ad-hoc method. incoherent summation of narrowband estimators. Performance is characterized through detection performance using the BTR simulations.
NARROWBAND MODEL
A narrowband model is used for the received signal and extended to the broadband case in Section 5. For notation, all vectors are column vectors and appear in bold with indices for the ith element are denoted by [ ] . The steering vector for the mth array element and the qth source at the nth observation is given by
where is the Cartesian location of the element. The far-field approximation is used without loss of generality where the wavenumber vector is independent of range and points in the direction of qth source such that
withθ and φ representing bearing and elevation respectively. Thus the received data can represented as
assuming Q sources and source signal vector
with steering matrix defined by
The source signals are modeled stochastically, with complex normal distribution and uncorrelated with noise . For a single time instance, the signals are i.i.d. and the received data is distributed where
The array and sources are assumed to be stationary during data collection at a single time instance (n) but vary from (n) to (n+1). It is assumed array shape known but arbitrary, and successive realizations, or snapshots, are not assumed phase coherent. In addition, it is assumed only a single snapshot is available for each time instance. The single snapshot condition restricts the use of many adaptive covariance based approaches.
SPATIAL SPECTRUM ESTIMATION
The general approach used by the following methods discretizes the field into Q grid points then estimates the power originating from each grid point, or direction. Each direction is assumed to be statistically uncorrelated, which reduces the problem to estimating the Q diagonal elements of the signal covariance matrix for a known noise power level. The estimate for the nth time instance using the previous N snapshots is defined as
where f represents a probability density function. Assuming a prior estimate and uniform prior density of the spatial spectrum, then the estimate can be reformulated as
but remains an intractable optimization problem. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm has been shown to provide a computationally feasible solution [6] [7] .
A key to formulating the solution in [6] , the field is assumed to be stationary between time instances by assuming ( ) ( )
This was applied using the forward method for hidden Markov models in order to solve the current estimate. Instead of using this "transition" pdf, the dynamics of the field can be modeled deterministically without the use of the Markov property. The spatial spectrum characteristics must be captured by set of basis functions. The simplest approach is to use a linear basis function such that the dynamic model is ( )
where the spectrum estimate and derivative must be estimated simultaneously, denoted derivative based updating (DBU). Substituting the basis function into (1),
this provides a new received data model for the spatial spectrum estimator. The EM approach provides a way of calculating the estimate. Note that this models the change in power for each angle bin independently. Maximization must be performed numerically.
BTR SIMULATIONS
A simulation is used to demonstrate the use of the spatial spectrum estimators on short mobile arrays and see improvements due to deterministic modeling of field dynamics. The scenario is a stiff array performing a turn over 5 minutes while moving at 2 m/s, covering a circular area 230 meters in diameter and collects data once every second. The array contains 7 elements with inter-element spacing of 1m at half-wavelength spacing for the processed narrowband frequency of 750 Hz. A total of 4 interfering sources appear at -135˚, -90˚, -14˚ and +135˚ relative to North and each source has a power level 10 dB above the noise floor (INR, 2 / 2 η σ σ ). The source at -135 degrees has an INR of 5 dB. The target, with SNR of 3 dB starts at 60˚ and transitions to 15˚ with a maximum instantaneous bearing rate of -.27˚/second. The physical setup of the scenario is described in Figure 1 . Each BTR is computed from -180˚ to 180˚ at 4˚ spacing. Conventional beamforming at each time instance is unable to distinguish true sources from ambiguous backlobes, which appear as diagonal stripes or extremely high bearing rate sources. This is shown in Figure 2 (a) where the 5 sources and backlobes are visible. The poor end-fire resolution is visible as thick lines progressing from -180˚ to 180˚ and the second end-fire from 0˚ to 0˚ wrapping around, thus the array makes a complete circular motion. These problems can be mitigated by directly applying the online time-varying maximum likelihood work in [7] so that only the true sources remain, as seen in Figure  2 While the ambiguities have been suppressed, the end-fire resolution still produces a widening of source power across angle for the low SNR sources at 0 seconds for -135˚ and from 0-50 seconds at 50˚. The EM algorithms perform 10 iterations after each data collection and the DBU method uses the previous 9 snapshots. For the first 50 seconds, the target is transitioning across the backlobe from the source at 135˚ and across the end-fire of the array. Modeling the field dynamics, in this example using DBU, create a better estimate in the spatial spectrum, seen in Figure 2 (c). The estimate is narrower in angle and follows the source even when angular resolution is lost due to the end-fire geometry by using neighboring time instances. The overall estimate when comparing Figure 2 (b) and Figure 2(c) show that DBU creates a narrower peak in angle. Note there is similar widening of the target after the 200 second mark when the target passes through end-fire again.
BROADBAND MODEL
The work presented prior to this section is derived for a narrowband case, which is now extended to a broadband model. Each narrowband signal vector is stacked to form a broadband vector of length Q x B, with B frequency bins. Additionally, the covariance matrix will be strictly diagonal when sources are uncorrelated. Noise is assumed to be uncorrelated across frequencies as well as receive elements.
The new received data vector is stacked,
Note since frequency bins are uncorrelated , the structure of the received data covariance is also block diagonal. The temporal spectrum shape is assumed known. For simplicity, each source is assumed have a flat spectrum, such that
The broadband estimator must solve a problem that is almost identical to the narrowband case Section 3, but the dimension of the data is expanded by a factor of B. The adhoc approach is to sum each of the narrowband estimates to create a broadband estimate, which must be implemented incoherently since the estimate is real-valued signal power. Coherent processing requires multiple phase coherent observations of signal amplitudes in a stationary environment. The EM algorithm is again used to solve this problem and embeds knowledge of the covariance matrix structure from (4) into iterations of the algorithm instead of averaging the estimate results. Using a single snapshot update, the estimator is
and dependence on frequency ( b ω ) is suppressed in (6-7) but only is independent of frequency. The approximation from (3) provides the initial estimate , forming a recursive estimate. At each time step, the EM algorithm iterates.
A simulation compares averaging across frequencies using the online time-varying maximum likelihood (TVML) method with the broadband solution. The scenario from Section 4 is used with the true FDM shown in Figure 1 , but the source and noise temporal spectra are assumed flat from 550-750 Hz. Each method processes frequency bins with a width of 2 Hz. Angular grid size is reduced to 2˚ spacing, and the algorithms perform 10 EM algorithm iterations after each snapshot. The broadband application of TVML does not show any significant improvement, seen in 3(a). However, the proposed method shows improvement clearly seen by the narrow peaks in the target location from 0-50 seconds. Every source has a narrower peak with the new method when comparing Figures 3(a) and 3(b) . Note that the methods still provide incorrect estimates at 200 seconds but quickly resolve the target again by the 230 second mark. The low SNR interferer at -135˚ is much clearer than any of the other estimates while producing a much smoother estimate of the source.
BROADBAND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The metric for comparison is M-of-N detection performance along hypothesized BTR target tracks. An M-of-N detector is a two-stage method by performing detection at N observations then determining if a target exists when M detections occur. Using N=100 observations of 1 second intervals, a detection occurs when M=70 or more power estimates must exceed a given threshold. The threshold is varied for various P d , probability of detection, and P f , probability of false alarm, to form receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. The curves are created with 100 realizations of each method with the target present (H 1 ) and target free (H 0 ). The detection performance is dramatically improved by including knowledge of the temporal spectrum in estimator, which is a direct result of the performance improvement described in Section 5. A perfect detection results in an ROC curve formed at the top left corner: higher P d and lower P f is better. The ROC with a target SNR of -20 dB is shown in Figure 4 , all other parameters used from the previous results.
CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a narrowband time-varying technique to capture field dynamics and forms a broadband maximum likelihood estimator to utilize knowledge of the temporal spectrum. The estimators are based on a discrete directional map and the relation of signal power to the underlying covariance matrix. A stochastic signal model is used with a deterministic basis function for the source signal covariance matrix. This structured covariance matrix problem is solved using EM algorithms in an online approach. The resulting DBU algorithm increases performance by using neighboring time instances and a linear basis function to approximate field dynamics without target tracking or physical motional models. Simulated BTRs using short, mobile arrays show direct application of TVML allows disambiguation of backlobes, while additional performance is gained with DBU. The broadband formulation exploits knowledge of source temporal spectrum to provide significant detection improvement with low SNR targets with loud interference. 
